
 

 

34. 

 

Davos is in Switzerland. I cut the soured leather band from the wristwatch, then 

replaced it with a cheap nylon one. Hiking down the switchbacks, alert for 

foolhardy mountain bikers. Snowboarding is nothing like surfing. A great blue 

wall, vista of a whole new world. 

 

A pattern of white flowers on blue, a solid emphatic orange. The stream drums 

through the village, its rushing keeps us awake nights. The same two or three 

surnames on nine-tenths of the stones in the graveyard. Unfamiliar, brightly 

colored snails and slugs. 

 

The question of history is a question of agency: who makes things happen? That 

valley like a wedge cut in the mountains. A club—golf course, white sand beaches, 

cabanas and dining rooms—to which you’re not invited; you live with the traffic 

nonetheless. Missing radiator grille on the Prius. 

 

He saw it on a school trip before the War, put it in his books. The little trains, 

the lakes, the mountains all round. Samoa is in the South Seas. The same knife 

with which I cut my finger chopping onions. Even in the height of summer, the 

streams are ice-cold, drumming downward. 

 

So set it all out in a fiery flying roll, why 

 don’t you? emblazon it on a banner 

or stencil it on a sign. Tattoo it 

 on a bit of your body people see 

on a regular basis. The art of ruling, the art 



 of war, and the art of advertising 

have all merged into one master poem. 

  The evergreen moving silently under 

  the breeze, the skitter 

  of long-dead leaves on 

  the driveway, the far-off 

  car horn and the indistinct 

  but cutting child’s voice 

  a block away, all form 

  a single ideogram—needless 

  to say, illegible. 

To the right, walking down the street: the neo- 

 Gothic Masonic temple, now a full-service beauty 

salon; the shop (“Nest”) that used to sell Arts & Crafts 

 home décor, now divided between a barber’s 

and a high-toned pet boutique; another Italian 

 restaurant; the comic-book emporium; a Brazilian 

waxing joint (“The Pretty Kitty”). Everything dark 

 except the pink neon cat, who winks archly 

as if aware of her own metaphoricity. 

 

From six centuries’ distance, it is unclear 

 what happened next. According to one account— 

the most popular, because the most detailed—he called 

 for water and ale, he spit contemptuously 

at the King’s feet, he fell into a rage at some heckler 

 in the King’s retinue, he scuffled with the Lord 

Mayor. He was mortally stabbed, later hauled 

 out and beheaded. According to others, he was 



already dead when the fracas broke out. Best 

 to stage it as Sergio Leone would have, 

dissonant piano runs underlining side-eye closeups, 

 brief modal commentary from reverb-heavy 

electric guitars. High Noon, or A Fistful 

 of Dollars. Hegel finishing the Phänomenologie 

as Bonaparte enters Jena. Empedokles on Etna. 

 Alexander and the Gordian Knot. Buchanan 

thrashing the wee King James, and Charles tucking 

 his hair into that dainty snood, his white 

nape goose-fleshed in the London afternoon chill. 



35. 

 

there was broken glass and there was fog there were words and sentences books 

and letters night vision not what it used to be high beams blinding all the 

pedestrians dresed in black there was fog and mist there was light rain freezing 

sometimes and more sentences I thought that if I captured them accumulated 

them put them all in one place they’d add up to something 

 

underlining scribbled notes 

in the margin sometimes diagonal 

 

p & p equals pleasure and pain 

over and over almost 

 

every page from chest to knees 

raw red the needles and knives 

of the surf carrot cloud 

 

over the forehead “Cold sweet 

recurrence of accepted rhymes” 

measure : pleasure gain : vain : 

 

pain my nightingale which I have never  

heard is a seagull a seamew 

 

which I have never heard needles 

and knives of the rollers 

mockingbird under the wave 



 

scholiast and sciolist asleep 

in the scriptorium copying 

for centuries the same eyeskip 

 

figure for fugue rags for rage 

mile walk for a pint of bitter suburban 

prose suburban marginalia 

 

he spoke again and again to one she name never named named with a dozen 

different names two horses riding down the beach seamist and seafoam the cold 

brown scum shifts back and forth in the shallows harder to see with high beams 

in the fog putting together lining up the names and unnames try to fix them to 

one she one person seabirds speak a bitter clipped language lands forlorn sunburnt 

mirth 

 

playacting pain making mouths 

at pleasure “biting’s no use” 

 

books virginibus puerisque on any 

suburban coffeetable in a pleasant 

 

place pleasant embossed binding 

 the press the screw pages uncut 

 damp and dry heat warped 

love of a cousin love of a close relation 

the book and the whipping-block 

 adolescent childish arrested 



 measure : pleasure pain : again 

 

who hears who reads to whom do I speak postcard which always reaches the 

proper addressee canceled postmarked letterpress offset swimming-pool of 

papers written and printed surf speaking one “melodious word” no birds sing no 

birds there was fog there was mist icy needles 

 


